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The Power of Premises
We are ne er decei ed; e decei e o rsel es.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
The specter of catastrophe haunts the history of public policy. Capable, dedicated, and
patriotic men and women frequently make disastrous decisions that squander the lives, fortunes,
and goodwill of their fellow citizens. Why do such debacles occur when the incentives are so
strong to make good decisions and there is every reason to believe that leaders strive to do so?
Why is it so difficult to for decision makers to deal with facts that challenge their understanding
of events and issues? Moreover, why are they often slow to adjust their policies in the face of
failure?

Premises
Leaders and their aides bring to office sets of beliefs about politics, policy, human nature,
and social causality in other words, beliefs about how the world works as it does and why it
does so.1 Decision makers have in their heads dozens of policy-related premises, such as the
intentions and capabilities of other nations, the predilections of other leaders and their
responsiveness to a variety of incentives, the capacity of their own governments to produce
results, and the consequences of their current policies.
These beliefs provide a frame of reference for identifying problems, evaluating policy
options, filtering information and giving it meaning, and for establishing boundaries of action.2
Most important, premises predispose leaders to make certain decisions.3
One explanation for ruinous policies is that decision makers are often prisoners of their
premises. This captivity discourages them from questioning the fundamental assumptions
underlying a policy and leads them to ignore or dismiss facts and arguments pointing toward a
different decision. Historian Barbara Tuchman termed assessing a situation in terms of
preconcei ed, fi ed no ions hile ignoring or rejec ing con rar e idence as oodenheadedness. Ac ing according o one s predisposi ions and ref sing o be infl enced b fac s is
a form of self-decep ion, epi omi ed b her s mmar of Philip II of Spain: No e perience of he
failure of his policy could shake his belief in its essen ial e cellence. 4
Unfortunately, the incidence of such dysfunctional behavior is not limited to inbred
hereditary monarchs and plays a significant role in more contemporary government decision
making.5 Two core traits of human beings assure that premises will play a prominent role in
decision making.

Limits on Rationality
There is widespread understanding that there are important limits on the possibility of
rational decision-making in politics as in other areas of life. Sometimes we refer to these limits
as bo nded ra ionali . 6 There are cognitive limits to the ability of the human mind to process
and analyze information. There are also limits on the time a person can devote to any decision.
Finally, decision makers, particularly public officials, face intractable difficulties in choosing
policies, including
identifying problems
selecting goals for policies
prioritizing among goals
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choosing among a restricted range of options and incomplete information on them
predicting and measuring the consequences of policy alternatives
applying alternative criteria, such as efficiency and equity, to evaluating predicted
consequences.
Decision makers cope with these decision-making challenges by simplifying and organizing
their world. They are cogni i e misers, ho ake shor c s hene er he can.7 One broad
strategy is satisficing, which entails seeking a satisfactory solution rather than an optimal one by
searching through the available alternatives until an acceptable threshold is met.8 Thus, humans
prefer to think efficiently rather than analytically. They do so by applying a number of heuristics
or mental short cuts in their decision making.9 Although more efficient than systematic analysis,
reliance on heuristics increases the probability of biased information processing because
cognitive misers ignore much of the relevant information to reduce the demands on their minds
or they overuse some kinds of information to avoid searching for more information.
Beliefs or premises fulfill a need for cognitive simplicity by making our complex and
contradictory world comprehensible. They also help busy people cope with complex decisions
to which they can devote limited time. Despite the utility of beliefs in facilitating efficiency in
decision making, they provide their holders a simplified and thus inaccurate representation of
reality. Sometimes these inevitable distortions are severe and lead to disastrous policies.
Nevertheless, because they are useful for coming to grips with the complexity of the world, basic
beliefs about politics and policy are resistant to change.

Motivated Reasoning
Cognitive limits explain why we hold premises and why they are there is a strong
potential for them to be faulty. In addition, people simplify reality not only to deal with the
orld s comple i ies b also o mee heir ps chological and social needs rela ed o decision
making. Meeting these requisites sustains the power of premises.
The physiology of human cognitive processes, the way we think, produces a
psychological bias toward continuity. Human beings share a need for having consistent
thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes.10 Thinking about something in a certain way reinforces this
pattern, making it difficult to reorganize or adjust or our views thoughts. As a result, there is an
unconscious tendency to view persons and events in the world in a way that is compatible with
how we previously viewed them. In other words, we process information in a way that
buttresses our existing beliefs.
This human propensity distorts our analytical handling of evidence and produces a
number of related biases.
The confirmation bias refers to searching for, interpreting, favoring, and recalling
information that confirms prior beliefs.
The prior attitude effect involves viewing evidence consistent with prior opinions as
more compelling than evidence that is inconsistent with them.
The disconfirmation bias entails challenging and dismissing evidence inconsistent with
prior opinions, regardless of their objective accuracy.
These biases ma dis or a person s e pos re o and percep ion of ne informa ion and he
conclusions she reaches about it. Most people seek out information confirming their preexisting
opinions and ignore or reject arguments contrary to their predispositions. When exposed to
competing arguments, they typically accept the confirming ones and dismiss or argue against the
opposing ones. People also tend to interpret ambiguous evidence as supporting their existing
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position. Moreover, they are unlikely to search for information that challenges their views or
options contrary to those they advocate. Instead, they tend to incorporate new information in
ways that render it comprehensible within their existing frames of reference. In other words,
they rationalize information to support their previously held beliefs.11
Another cognitive strategy that can sustain premises and distort analysis is defensive
avoidance, in which decision makers attempt to avoid or postpone the stress of making a
decision. Irving Janis and Leon Mann argue that defensive avoidance can take three forms:
procrastination, shifting responsibility of decision to others, and bolstering. Bolstering occurs
when decision makers cannot identify an altogether satisfactory option, so they choose the least
objectionable alternative and exaggerate its positive consequences and minimize its costs. A
more systematic appraisal would force them to acknowledge the high costs and risks of their
policy. Moreover, they try to keep from being exposed to communications that might reveal the
shortcomings of the action they have chosen. When they do encounter contrary information,
such as warnings of impending problems such as an enemy attack, they downplay it through
wishful thinking.12
Both dissonance reduction and stress avoidance can be institutionalized if leaders
encourage their subordinates to report or emphasize information that support their premises, as
we will see below. In extreme cases, decision makers may simply cut off dissident information.
The U.S. Forest Service was committed to preventing forest fires, and it disbanded its research
arm when the unit showed that healthy forests required periodic burning.13 In such cases,
premises are constantly reinforced and become even more resistant to change.
In addition to being motivated by cognitive consistency and stress reduction, people also
unconsciously strive to maintain their positive or negative feelings, generally referred to as
affec , o ard poli ical ac ors and iss es. When called on to make an evaluation, people
instantly and unconsciously draw on their prior attitudes. A heuristic mechanism for evaluating
ne informa ion riggers a reflec ion on Ho do I feel? about the topic. This drive for
affective consistency results in a bias towards maintaining existing affect, even in the face of
disconfirming information. Moreover, the effects are strongest for those with strong attitudes
and knowledge because they have repeatedly connected their beliefs to feelings, and they have
the information to rationalize away disconfirming evidence and better defend their prior
attitudes.14 People do not reason to find the right answer; they reason to arrive at the answer they
want to be right.
To be clear, people are generally not closed-minded, consciously deceiving themselves to
preserve their prior beliefs. Indeed, cognitive biases are powerful because they are not
volitional, occurring unconsciously and automatically.15
Scholars have long known that beliefs are resistant to change. Francis Bacon, often
credited with developing the scientific method, summarized them exactly four centuries ago.
The human understanding when it has once adopted an opinion . . . draws all
things else to support and agree with it. And though there be a greater number
and weight of instances to be found on the other side, yet these it either neglects
and despises, or else by some distinction sets aside and rejects, in order that by
this great and pernicious predetermination the authority of its former conclusions
may remain inviolate.16
In essence, we tend to see what we expect to see on the basis of our prior beliefs.
Moreover, we seek and are more receptive to information that supports our views and resist
information that is contrary to them.17 There is a related tendency toward premature cognitive
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closure, terminating a search for information when we get enough information to support our
existing views. Sometimes this tendency is aggravated by time pressures or the desire to finish
an unpleasant decision task.18
Thus, we are reluctant to revise or update our beliefs.19 As a result of biased reasoning,
most people remain unreceptive to major revisions of their beliefs in response to new
information unless extraordinary circumstances force them to do so. Instead, we focus on what
we know and neglect what we do not know, which makes us overly confident in our beliefs and
o r in i ions. As Nobel Pri e inner Daniel Kahneman p i , e ha e an almos nlimi ed
abili o ignore o r ignorance. 20
We know, then, that individuals have cognitive biases that strongly influence their
decisions. But what about high-level officials? The fact that leaders occupy positions of power
is evidence that they are in at least some ways exceptional. Moreover, the stakes for making the
right decision about, say war and peace, are infinitely greater than the decisions to buy an
automobile or choosing for whom to vote. Thus, political leaders have incentives to invest more
fully in challenging their assumptions. Are public officials able to overcome the biases of
ordinary citizens and carefully and dispassionately consider at least the most important options
for a policy?
Some systematic research has concluded that officials, like the rest of us, engage in
motivated reasoning and biased decision-making, even during critical times of international
crisis.21 As Philip Tetlock p i , e per s ne rali e dissonan da a and preser e confidence in
their prior assessments by resorting to a complex battery of belief-system defenses that,
epistemologically defensible or not, make learning from history a slow process and defections
from heore ical camps a rari . 22 Moreover, subordinates learn and adopt the policy biases of
their superiors and may focus on identifying and reporting information supporting such beliefs
while diluting data that challenges them.23 Leaders are especially likely to resist change if they
have had success in the past with their views, if their beliefs are deeply entrenched, if the
stakes and thus, the related emotions of decisions are highly consequential and the relevant
information on alternatives is ambiguous.24

The Role of Premises
Limi s on h man ra ionali and mo i a ed reasoning ine i abl dis or leaders
processing of information and bias them against changing their minds. These characteristics of
individuals can affect any stage of decision making, and they explain why premises are often
faulty and resistant to change. However, cognitive limitations and motivated reasoning do not
explain the impact of premises on policy choices. To answer this question, we must turn to
leaders in action.

Studying the Power of Premises
To investigate the impact of premises in the most rigorous fashion would require
isolating the impact of premises. However, there are many other factors in addition to the limits
of human rationality and motivated reasoning that can influence decisions, including personality
characteristics such as personal insecurity, distortions in the information and options presented to
decision makers resulting from bureaucratic politics and bureaucratic structure, the organization
and management of advisory processes, interactions among advisers and between them and the
principal decision maker, an official s personal s le of decision making,25 and decision makers
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ethical and normative beliefs. There is no doubt that each may influence decision making at one
time or another.
Studies of decision making tend to focus on the consequences of one of these variables
s ch as ps chopa hologies, gro p hink, he organi a ion of ad isor processes, or b rea cra ic
politics. Lacking measures of the various influences on decisions, we are not well-positioned to
rigorously control for their impact while focusing on the significance of a particular component
of decision making. It is not surprising, then, that although decision making is the most
important role of political leaders, it is the one we understand the least.26
It may always be thus. As John F. Kenned ro e, The essence of l ima e decision
remains impenetrable to the observer often, indeed, to the decider himself.... There will always
be the dark and tangled stretches in the decision-making process mysterious even to those who
may be mos in ima el in ol ed. 27 Nevertheless, there is a path forward, and following it
allows us to advance our understanding.
Na han Lei es de eloped he concep of he opera ional code of leaders in his mas erf l
work, Study of Bolshevism.28 Nearly a generation later, Alexander George structured the concept
and argued it was important for understanding political decision making, particularly in conflict
situations.29 An opera ional code in Lei es and George s erms is a se of general philosophical
beliefs about fundamental issues of history and central questions about the nature of politics and
conflict as well as instrumental beliefs about the efficacy of various strategies for advancing their
interests. Perceptions of the enemy are particularly important components of an operational
code. These beliefs infl ence decision makers understanding and diagnoses of political events
and influence their choice of strategy and tactics.
Although some work was done applying the concept of operational code,30 the
complexity of the concept has limited its utility in explaining decisions.31 To Leites and George,
an operational code begins with a set of master beliefs at a high level of abstraction. My focus is
on premises more directly related to specific policies. Tying premises to policy choices is more
useful for explaining decisions than applying an operational code for each participant. In
addition, these premises are more easily observed. We know, for example, what French planners
thought about a possible German invasion in 1914. We know what U.S. decision makers thought
abo Iraq s possessing eapons of mass des r c ion in 2002.
Inspired b Da id Ma he s classic ork, Congress: The Electoral Connection,32 I
engage in a thought experiment. Focusing specifically on premises, I ask, What if we knew little
else about the influences on decision makers aside from their core premises regarding a policy?
If their premises predict their decisions, then we have a basis for concluding that leaders were
indeed their prisoners. If, on the other hand, decision makers routinely challenged their core
assumptions and adjusted their decisions accordingly, we may infer that the analytical biases
represented by premises were one of many influences on decisions and effects that sophisticated
leaders can reliably overcome.
Where should we look to determine if decision makers are often prisoners of their
premises? To examine the power of premises, I focus on major decisions in both the U.S. and
other nations. These are the policies that are most consequential. The choice to go to war, for
example, is different in kind than decisions regarding military strategy, economic mobilization,
logistics, or peace negotiations. All of these matters are important, but I am particularly
in eres ed in he decisions ha se he general co rse of a na ion or leaders mindse s ha
prevented a recognition of significant developments in other nations such as surprise attacks.
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On what aspect of decision making are premises likely to have their greatest impact? My
point of departure is the foundation, explicit or merely implicit, of all decisions: identifying
problems. Before policymakers can focus on developing and evaluating policy options, they
must have an idea of the goal or goals the options are supposed to achieve. Policy goals usually
focus on solving a problem such as a threat to national security, a stagnant economy, polluted air,
or inadequate access to health care. Thus, most decision processes begin with identifying a
problem to be solved, and decision makers need a clear and accurate understanding of the nature
of a problem to best evaluate options for ameliorating it.
Problems, then, are the base of decision making. They do not come defined, however.
Officials must delineate them. If decision makers share premises that lead them to assume the
presence of a problem that actually does not exist, the rest of the decision-making process will be
fatally flawed. You cannot solve a problem that does not exist. Moreover, you are likely to
waste time, resources, and even lives and pay substantial opportunity costs in attempting to do
so.
Premises may also blind policymakers to problems that require their attention or cause
them to underestimate the likelihood of problems arising. Presuming away problems may give
policymakers undue confidence in their favorite options, whether they are designed to maintain
the peace or prepare for war, and thus cause them to evaluate certain options more positively
than is appropriate. Similarly, policymakers need to carefully and dispassionately evaluate
feedback on the consequences of policies they or their predecessors have put into place.
However, premises about the efficacy of a policy may distort their evaluations of its success and
discourage their consideration of changes to it.

The Chinese Intervention in Korea in 1950
The Chinese intervention in Korea was one of the most terrific disasters that has
occurred to American foreign polic 33
Secretary of State Dean Acheson
In this paper I analyze an example of ignoring and underestimating a problem.
Nine years after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the United States again suffered from surprise
attacks, this time in Korea. Actually, the country was surprised twice in Korea first, by the
initial invasion of the South by the North Koreans and then six months later by the entry of
China into the war. American strategic premises inhibited policy makers from anticipating both
the North Korean and the Chinese attacks, with catastrophic consequences.
I examine these o s ra egic s rprises hro gh he lens of polic makers premises. And
these decision makers were giants. President Harry Truman and his senior officials built a new
international order in the wake of World War II. Most broadly, the United States adopted the
doctrine of containment, the basic framework of U.S. foreign policy for the four decades of the
Cold War, culminating in the collapse of the Soviet Union. As part of this effort, the president
and his advisers channeled economic and military assistance to countries vulnerable to
communism under the Truman Doctrine and executed the Berlin Airlift. They also constructed
the modern foreign and defense policy apparatus, including the National Security Council, the
CIA, and the Department of Defense. These same men adopted policies that transformed
Germany and Japan into democracies and built a network of alliances in Europe and Asia that
contributed to maintaining the peace. They also provided Europe the aid necessary to recover
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from the war under the Marshall Plan, and they established a multitude of international
organizations, including the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank,
and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the forerunner to the World Trade
Organization) to help keep the peace and the world to prosper. The world also avoided a great
power war and witnessed the spread of democracy around the globe.
Thus, this set of officials presents a best test case. If even they were prisoners of their
premises, it is easier to understand how lesser mortals might fall prey to the same malady.

North Korea Attacks
In his memoirs, President Harry Truman remembered that throughout the spring of 1950
the CIA reported that North Korea might launch a full-scale invasion of South Korea.34 These
reports lacked specificity as to such an attack, and officials viewed the information of North
Korean activities as just a continuation of their border raids.35 They expected that the North
would continue to rely on g erilla and ps chological arfare, political pressure and
in imida ion rather than an all-out assault.36 When the South Koreans sent a warning of a
broader offensive, U.S. officials interpreted it in the light of their efforts to obtain heavier
military equipment. Washington officials dismissed the American ambassador o Korea s
warning as a case of special pleading for his host country.37 Thus, top officials were surprised
when on June 25, 1950, the North Korean army swept across the 38th parallel and came close to
uniting the Korean peninsula under the Communist regime of Kim Il-sung.

North Korea as a Soviet Agent
A principal reason the United States was surprised was its view of communism. No less
than in the 1960s, policymakers in 1950 saw communism as an international conspiracy.38 U.S.
officials could not grasp that North Korea might act on its own volition.39 They operated on the
premise that that North Korea was under Russian control40 and that war in Korea would be only
an adjunct to general war with the Soviet Union. Because decision makers thought the Russians
were not ready to take such a step, they concluded that no invasion would occur.41 According to
General Matthew Ridgway, the Army deputy chief of staff for operations and later commander
of United Nations forces in Korea, he concep of limi ed arfare ne er en ered o r
co ncils. 42 Moreover, the premise that excluded the possibility of a geographically restricted
war seems to have inhibited decision makers from asking just why Stalin would see supporting a
limited war in Korea as a high risk or a pathway to global war.43
It was true that the Soviets equipped, trained, and advised the North Korean army44
(which the United States underestimated providing an additional reason to discount warnings
of an invasion).45 Nevertheless, it was the North Koreans who took the initiative for the war.
Kim as an in ense Korea na ionalis , no merel a So ie pa n. From at least 1949, he
sought Josef S alin s s ppor for an in asion of So h Korea. The Soviet leader put him off
throughout 1949. By 1950, Stalin gave in and assented to an invasion, but he distanced himself
from direct involvement. Korea was not his primary concern, and he was not willing to risk
direct military confrontation with United States to save the North Korean regime.46 Although
Nor h Korea as largel nder he Kremlin s h mb, in ar S alin as more he accommoda or
han he ins iga or. 47
It is also the case that the North Koreans were not subservient to the Chinese. They did
not want China to dominate their country, and China had little influence on the beginning of the
war, although it did approve of the concept. Kim did not even tell the Chinese the details or the
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timing of the June attack.48 It was not until the U.S. counteroffensive at Inchon that the North
Koreas requested substantial assistance from China.49
Contrary to American premises, then, the North Koreans were not an agent of a broader
communist conspiracy, nor did their invasion of the South portend global war.50 Yet the idea
that S alin had acq iesced o and no dri en he in asion as alien to U.S. policymakers.51
Nearly a year after the North Korean invasion, the president told the American public, “The
Communists in the Kremlin are engaged in a monstrous conspiracy to stamp out freedom all over
he orld. Moreo er, he a ack on Korea as par of a grea er plan for conq ering all of
Asia. 52
Thus, despite years of provocations from the North, American officials ignored
substantial evidence of a North Korean military buildup and mobilization near the border with
South Korea. In fact, they were more concerned that South Korea would start a wider war by
attempting to conquer North Korea, so the United States limited the size of their forces and the
equipment available to them to discourage such an action and warned the South Korean president
that he could not count on American support if he took aggressive action against North Korea.53

Resisting Aggression
Once surprised, how would the U.S. respond? Harry Truman believed that for almost all
problems here ere preceden s ha pro ided clear g ides o principles for ac ion. When e
are faced i h a si a ion, he presiden e plained, e m s kno ho o appl he lessons of
his or in a prac ical a . 54 As Glenn Paige put i , Wi h his or as an nambig o s moral
teacher, decision making became an exercise in applying the lessons. An occasion for decision
became a s im l s o search for pas analog . 55
But which analogy was appropriate? For President Truman and his advisers, the 1930s
was the most vivid period in history. Tr man sa he 1930 s as eaching a plain and
nmis akable lesson. 56 After learning of the North Korean attack, the president raced back to
Washington from his home in Independence, Missouri. In his memoirs, he remembered thinking
about previous instances hen he s rong had a acked he eak.
I recalled some earlier instances: Manchuria, Ethiopia, Austria. I remembered
how each time that the democracies failed to act it had encouraged the aggressors
to keep going ahead. Communism was acting in Korea just as Hitler, Mussolini,
and the Japanese had acted ten, fifteen, and twenty years earlier. I felt certain that
if South Korea was allowed to fall Communist leaders would be emboldened to
override nations closer to our own shores. If the Communists were permitted to
force their way into the Republic of Korea without opposition from the free
world, no small nation would have the courage to resist threats and aggression by
stronger Communist neighbors. If this was allowed to go unchallenged it would
mean a third world war, just as similar incidents had brought on the second world
war.57
By the time his plane touched down in Washington, Truman had made his basic decision.
When the president surveyed his advisers, he found comple e, almos nspoken accep ance on
the part of everyone that whatever had to be done to meet this aggression had to be done. 58 In
their discussions, they dre his orical parallels o Hi ler s man aggressions, M ssolini s rape of
E hiopia, and Japan s sei re of Manch ria. A o her imes he also employed analogies from
Greece in 1947 and the Berlin crisis in 1948.59 As Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern
Affairs Dean R sk p i , he Korean decision as in the process of being made for an entire
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genera ion since Manch ria. 60 Thus, the president and has advisers shared the premise that you
could not appease aggressors. As he told the American people, If his or has a gh s
anything, it is that aggression anywhere in the world is a threat to the peace everywhere in the
world. 61 Speaking of communists, the president declared, There is no elling ha he ill do
if e don p
p a figh no . 62
How would the U.S. resist aggression? The premise of challenging aggressors was so
po erf l ha i domina ed decision makers hinking, e en before disc ssions began. Prior o
Tr man boarding his plane in Independence, one of his aides old a repor er, he presiden is
going o hi hose fello s hard, and hen the president landed, the first thing he said was that
he as going o hi hem hard. The officials with whom the president would soon meet also
were convinced that the United States would have to take action.63
The president told his advisers that it would take force to stop the North Koreans. The
most fateful decision would be committing ground troops to the fight. Anticipating an eventual
decision, in the first meeting with his advisers Truman asked the military to prepare the
necessary orders in case the UN asked for American forces.64 Four days later, he committed
troops to provide order, transportation, communications, and protection for military facilities in
Korea. The next day General MacArthur recommended using ground troops for offensive
actions, and Truman immediately, and without consultation, agreed to the use of one regimental
combat team. Later that day five days after their first meeting he found unanimous support
among his advisers for giving MacArthur full authority to use the troops under his command at
his discretion.65

Containing Communism
Two momentous events occurred in 1949. The Soviet Union exploded its first atomic
bomb on August 29. On October 1, Chinese communist leader Mao Zedong declared the
creation of the People s Rep blic of China. Washington elites, having already proclaimed the
Truman doctrine and implemented the Berlin airlift, had to develop a policy to deal with these
shocking developments. On April 7, 1950, President Truman received a 66-page top secret
National Security Council (NSC) policy paper drafted by the Department of State and
Department of Defense. It is commonly known as NSC-68 and was one of the most important
American policy statements of the Cold War. According to the report, the United States should
igoro sl p rs e a polic of con aining So ie e pansion anywhere around the globe. The
president signed the document into policy in September 1950.
Before the North Korean invasion, U.S. officials did not view South Korea as of strategic
importance in the case of a broader war.66 The premise of containing communism, along with a
need to check aggressors and the belief in the central role of the Soviet Union in the invasion put
Korea in a new light. Rather than perceiving the fighting as a localized conflict over control of
the Korean peninsula, top officials saw the assault on South Korea as another battle against
communism in the Cold War.67 According to Secretary of State Dean Acheson, I seemed close
to certain that the attack had been mounted, supplied, and instigated by the Soviet Union and that
i o ld no be s opped b an hing shor of force. 68 Moreover, top officials thought the North
Korean attack might be an effort to divert U.S. troops from Europe, where the Russians might
attack, or it might be a step toward a full-scale war.69
U.S. decision makers concluded that a communist Korea posed a threat to Japanese
security, not responding would send a signal to the Soviet Union that it could act elsewhere with
impunity, and inaction would jeopardize the prestige and reputation of the United States as a
reliable ally in fighting communism and negate five years of effort to build collective security.70
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Korea became politically significant in light of the Cold War, something that officials did not
foresee.71 Thus, the American decision to intervene was momentous, resulting in the
globalization of containment, the core national security strategy for the next four decades.
Ernest May argues that the president did not have to choose to go to war. The U.S. had
no special obligation to South Korea, and the country would have followed him had he chosen
not to go to war. Moreover, the desire to contain communism and deter aggression could have
led him to conclude that Korea was a Soviet trap to involve United States in an Asian ground war
where it would be at a disadvantage. Not fighting could also reassure European allies that
America would not waste scarce resources in an area of secondary concern. That is not how
Truman saw matters, however. Low in the polls and suffering from criticism of the loss of China
to communism, he and his advisors devoted little analysis to the differences between the 1930s
and 1950 Korea or to a more sophisticated view of containment.72 Instead, they went to war.

The Chinese Intervene
The invasion of South Korea was only the first strategic surprise endured by the United
States and its allies. Worse was yet to come. Exactly four months after the North Korean
invasion, the Chinese People s Libera ion Arm in er ened in massi e n mbers af er Americanled UN forces had pushed the North Koreans far back across the 38th parallel. U.S. military and
civilian leaders were again caught by surprise, and American paid another costly price in
casualties as the Chinese drove UN troops out of North Korea and almost out of South Korea as
well. The ar as ransformed from a police ac ion against an obscure and weak government
to a conflict with the most populous nation in the world and the second ranking communist
po er. 73
How could such a surprise happen? Given the success of the fight against the North
Koreans, he UN s ar aim changed from simply freeing South Korea of the invaders to
occupying and unifying Korea as a democratic nation. In essence, decision makers concluded
that the destruction of a communist regime in North Korea would not provoke a large-scale war
with China. Once again, the premises of decision makers distorted their evaluations of a major
threat to their success, with tragic consequences.

Premises
The premise of he So ie Union s con rol of i s comm nis neighbors e ended o China
and was to influence U.S. decision makers again in the fall of 1950, distorting their analyses of
whether the Chinese would enter the war. U.S. leaders reasoned that the Soviet Union did not
want a general war and therefore would restrain its Chinese clients, whom they thought were
under Russian control.74 When the Chinese intervened in the war, top officials believed the
Russians were behind it.75 (Interestingly, the British disagreed.)76 Once officials concluded that
the Soviet Union would not intervene in the war, it became easier to ignore warnings about a
Chinese intervention.77
Prominent journalist John Hersey summed up the premise of Soviet control in a story
written about the White House after the Chinese attacked U.S. forces in massive numbers.
The entire policy since June, which had seemed to be turning out for the best, was
now to be more heavily tested than ever; hopes of imminent peace were gone; the
willingness of the Chinese Communists, and therefore, obviously, of the Russian
Communists, to risk a general war for the stake in Korea was suddenly palpable.78
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Even after it was clear that they had made serious errors in judging what China would do, policy
makers continued to assume that China was participating in a Russian-inspired conspiracy.79
Yet the premise was incorrect. The Chinese decided to intervene, even in the absence of
Soviet support, and began redeploying troops, stockpiling material, developing strategy, and
mobilizing the country soon after original North Korean invasion. Only then did Stalin agree to
support a Chinese intervention in the war.80 Th s, he Chinese no onl made a nila eral
decision to intervene for nationalistic purposes, but also intimidated the Soviets into supporting
hem. 81 When Stalin reneged on his promise to provide air cover, China went ahead anyway.82
A second premise relevant to the catastrophe that was to occur in Korea focused on
Chinese mo i a ions. George and Smoke fo nd ha Es ima es of Chinese in en ions . . . ere
based on a faulty premise namely, the belief that the Chinese leaders were calculating their
in eres s in m ch he same a as e did. 83 U.S. officials did not understand that Chinese
leader Mao Zedong s mo i a ion in ac ing had more o do i h China s radi ional concerns
about its borders, and fears based upon previous American support of Chinese Nationalist forces,
than it did with any Communist worldwide strategy. They did not consider how China might
respond to American troops in Korea, and they were insensitive to the fact that Mao saw the U.S.
presence in North Korea as a security threat to the existence and stability of his new communist
regime. Moreover, when the war broke out, the United States added protection for Formosa
(Taiwan), undermining the tacit acceptance of allowing it to fall to mainland.84
Mao also saw the unification of Korea under a non-Communist regime as a threat to
revolutionary prospects in the world and also to the Chinese domestic situation, which was
unsettled following the long civil war. A victory of the United States in Korea would increase
the prestige of the Communist party in both China and North Korea.85
For the first time, Western nations were employing force to eliminate a communist
regime. How could we not expect China to respond strongly to the destruction of an ally on its
borders? In addition, previous experience forewarned that China would not willingly tolerate the
presence of hostile armies in its backyard. The United States had not hesitated to resist
aggression eight thousand miles from its shores; why should China not be expected to react to
MacAr h r s hos ile campaign in similar fashion?86
U.S. officials were confident that Peking would regard its interests in Korea as quite
limited and sent numerous reassurances to China that they had no military or political designs on
the country. In addition, the United States declined offers of Chinese Nationalist troops from
Formosa and in the first months of the war did not bomb support bases in Manchuria or cross the
38th parallel or the borders of China or the Soviet Union. Thus, decision makers thought their
intent not to threaten China was clear and were convinced they were not threatening legitimate
Chinese interests by occupying and unifying North Korea. It followed, to them, that the Chinese
would see their actions in the same light or could be persuaded to do so. Even in the face of
warnings from China and evidence of the buildup and deployment of Chinese troops (see below)
policymakers continued to believe their reassurances would work.87
Moreover, top Americans leaders did not consider how the Chinese might view the more
hostile declarations issued by MacArthur and those who agreed with him that contradicted their
limi ed aims or he adminis ra ion s effor s o c rb s ch s a emen s.88 The Chinese found it hard
to believe that U.S. officials such as MacArthur could be advocating a policy that did not
represent the views of those at the highest level.89 Similarly, officials believed that neither the
Soviet Union nor China would intervene if only South Korean soldiers were in control of the
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extreme north of the country.90 However, the United States could not successfully constrain
MacAr h r s se of American troops in those areas.91
There as no challenge o leaders nders anding of China s frame of reference, no
examination of the assumptions on which it rested. Although George Kennan and a few others
below the top level of officials did disagree, there was no systematic reevaluation.92 Moreover,
Kennan was concerned about Russian, not Chinese, intervention.93 Instead of reexamining
ass mp ions, Washing on s rel c ance o accep informa ion that challenged the premises and
wisdom of its policy strongly encouraged its tendencies to misread the frame of reference with
which Peking perceived events in Korea, to misinterpret available intelligence, and to
nderes ima e Peking s mo i a ion and illingness o ake risks. 94
A third faulty premise was that China was too weak to conduct a large-scale military
effort. Thus, decision makers did not believe the Chinese would intervene because it would
require a large number of trained troops, it might weaken the Chinese government both internally
and internationally, and there was no real advantage to China for such an action.95 American
officials ro inel nderes ima ed China s mili ar capabili ies, concluding that it could not
organize, train, equip, or transport a large ground army.96 They also thought the best time for a
Chinese intervention has passed and ha China s en r in o he ar o ld make i more
dependent on the Soviet Union, a situation that it wished to avoid.97
In s m, American policymakers simply could not image that Beijing would gain
anything by involving itself in a major confrontation with the United States. 98 They were
wrong.

Warnings
Despite their premises, it is not as if U.S. decision makers had no inkling of a Chinese
attack. Har e DeWeerd no ed ha he arnings of a Chinese in er en ion sho ered do n
pon s in connec ion i h Korea in 1950 seem s riden and compelling. 99 These alerts of
possible Chinese intervention included100
July 6: Army chief of staff tells President Truman there were about 200,000 Chinese
troops in Manchuria.
By late August and for the next three months numerous studies from the Joint
Intelligence Reports of the Far East Command, the primary source of intelligence for
Washington decision makers, warned of the possibility of Chinese intervention.
September 5: secretary of state told that Chinese Premier and Foreign Minister Zhou
Enlai (Chou En-lai) warns that if UN forces approached the Chinese border, China would
intervene in Korea.
September 25: China communicated through India that it would intervene if the UN
forces crossed the 38th parallel. The British ambassador to the United States passed the
same message to the State Department.
September 30: Zhou Enlai brands the United States as China s ors enem and declares
that China will not allow a neighbor to be invaded.
End of September: U.S. ambassador in Moscow reports that Soviet and Chinese contacts
told both the British and Dutch ambassadors that if foreign troops crossed the 38th
parallel, China would intervene.
October 2: Zhou Enlai again warns that China will respond to an invasion of North
Korea.
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October 3: the UN Command reports evidence that twenty Chinese divisions had been in
Korea since September 10.
October 3: Zho Enlai repea s China s hrea o he Indian Ambassador in Peking. There
are similar reports from Stockholm, Moscow, and New Delhi.
October 8-14: UN Command reports the massing of Chinese troops in Manchuria
appears concl si e.
October 10: Radio Peking repeats the warning of October 3.
October 25: first large-scale Chinese attack on South Korean troops.
October 26-27: the United States reports its first engagements with Chinese troops.
October 28: newly captured Chinese prisoners of war say they are from large units.
October 31: Russian-made MIGs flying from Manchuria appear in combat.
November 1-2: Major Chinese attacks on U.S. forces
November 4: the United States identifies the presence of seven Chinese army divisions in
the Korean theater.
November 4: MacArthur terms Chinese intervention a dis inc possibili of he gra es
in erna ional impor ance.
November 5: MacArthur reports hostile contact with Chinese troops.
November 6: MacArthur alerts Washing on ha Men and material in large force are
pouring across all bridges over the Yalu, from Manchuria. This movement not only
jeopardi es b hrea ens he l ima e des r c ion of he forces nder m command.
November 6: the CIA reports 200,000 Chinese troops massing across the North Korean in
Manchuria.
November 7: MacArthur reports hostile air operations from Manchuria against his forces.
He warns that if the Chinese build-up continues, he may have to retreat.
November 7: U.S. identifies presence of 12 Chinese army divisions in Korean theater.
November 24: the CIA predicts Chinese action that would nullify the U.S. efforts and
preserve the North Korean state in some form.
In addition, throughout the summer and autumn of 1951, the Chinese openly engaged in the
build-up and movement of troops on a massive scale. They expected the United States to see
these actions and it did.

Dismissing Warnings
Even after China repeatedly warned that it would enter the war with a full-scale effort
and after seeing Chinese mass troop movements, American officials viewed Chinese warnings as
bluffs or diplomatic pressure and dismissed the possibility of a major intervention.101 On
October 12, four days after Mao had issued his order for China to enter the war, the CIA
concl ded ha Chinese in er en ion as no probable. 102 The strategic surprise of Chinese
intervention as no he res l of in elligence fail re b he n illingness o dra npleasan
conclusions . . . we refused to believe what our intelligence told us was in fact happening
beca se i as a ariance i h he pre ailing clima e of opinion in Washing on and Tok o
(MacAr h r s headq ar ers).103 Decision makers were blinded by their premises.
For example, on October 3 when Zhou Enlai sent through the Indian ambassador a
warning to the U.S. not to cross the 38th parallel, Secretary of State Dean Acheson inexplicably
concl ded i as no o be disregarded b , on he o her hand, no an a hori a i e s a emen of
polic . Perhaps i as j s a p blic rela ions a emp o sa e he Nor h Korean regime. 104
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Similarly, President Truman thought Zho s message co ld be more han a rela of Comm nis
propaganda. 105
At their meeting on Wake Island on October 15, 1950 just as the Chinese were entering
North Korea, General MacArthur told President Truman there was little chance of a large-scale
Chinese intervention. Moreover, MacArthur claimed, should China enter the war, it would do so
with only limited numbers of troops, and his air power would destroy the Chinese forces. The
grea es sla gh er o ld occ r. Indeed, he general proclaimed, victory was won, all
resistance would end by Thanksgiving, and he could withdraw one of his armies by Christmas. 106
We have seen that the UN Commander at times issued his own warnings, but he also
discounted them. On both November 5 and November 7, the mercurial MacArthur altered his
pessimistic assessments of the days before and concluded that the Chinese military actions did
not constitute a full-scale intervention. It appears that the general raised the issue of Chinese
intervention to convince Washington to let him bomb the bridges across the Yalu and continue
his offensive.
An addi ional complica ing fac or as ha MacAr h r s in elligence officials pla ed
down the threat of Chinese intervention so as not to upset him and alarm the South Koreans.
They also distorted the evidence of Chinese activity. Similarly, American field commanders did
not exercise appropriate caution in probing Chinese strength because they were unwilling to defy
MacArthur. The general himself suppressed and then minimized the significance of the evidence
of Chinese intervention.107
On November 7, MacArthur announced he was planning on moving forward. Two days
later, he wrote Secretary of Defense George Marshall that the Chinese were first-class soldiers
representing an aggressively imperialistic country who allied with the Soviet Union for its own
purposes.108 He was correct in his analyses, but he did not draw the appropriate conclusion.
Instead, the general expressed confidence he could deny the enemy reinforcements and destroy
him. This statement was especially ironic because, in the words of Secretary of State Acheson,
In fac , his roops ere being secre l s rro nded b o erpo ering n mbers of Chinese. 109
Over the period of August and September, American official gradually began discussing
the possibility of Chinese intervention. During mid-September, American officials across the
na ional sec ri b rea crac openl ackno ledged ha MacAr h r s s ccessful invasion at
Inchon and his movement up the Korean peninsula had significantly increased the likelihood of
China entering the war on a large scale. These concerns increased in October in light of the
growing evidence of Peoples Liberation Army activity in Korea. A November 8 National
Intelligence Estimate recognized that Chinese ground troops were engaging UN forces in North
Korea and that China had accepted an increased risk of war, which was probably going to
occur.110 Unsurprisingly, there were disagreements between MacArthur, who wanted to reunite
Korea, and those felt that to move further north would lead to a larger and more aggressive
Chinese intervention.111
Nevertheless, the United States and the UN pursued a policy that ensured China would
enter the fray. The great American landing at Inchon occurred on September 15. That same day,
Truman directed MacArthur to force the North Korean army back across the 38th parallel or
destroy it altogether. If the Soviet Union or China had not entered the war or if there was no
indication or threat of their entry, he could extend his operations beyond the 38th parallel and
occupy North Korea.112
MacAr h r s forces had o move across the border, because the border itself offered a
poor defensive line. To break off the UN offensive when its forces reached the border was to
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invite a new attack from the North Koreans. Yet it was not necessary to occupy North Korea to
find a suitable defensive position. Eager to reach the Yalu River before it froze, making it easier
for the Chinese to cross, and to occupy all of North Korea, MacArthur proclaimed that to draw a
line a he narro neck of he penins la o ld be appeasemen ha fo nd i s his oric
precedence in he ac ion ake a M nich. Domestic critics of the Truman administration would
also have seen not crossing the border as appeasement.113
On September 27, Washington again told MacArthur his objective was to destroy the
North Korean armed forces and gave him permission to cross the 38th parallel as long as major
Soviet or Chinese forces did not enter the war, they made no announcement of their intent to
enter, and they made no threat to counter UN forces militarily. In the event of major Chinese
forces fighting south of 38th parallel, he could continue as long as he had a reasonable chance of
successful resistance.114
There were warnings, of course, but the United States only hardened its policy of
unifying Korea. On October 7, 1950, the 1st Cavalry Division crossed the 38th parallel and the
UN passed a resol ion calling for a nified, independen and democra ic Korea. For the first
time, the West had decided to move beyond containment to the elimination of a communist
regime. Unbothered by the threat of Chinese intervention, the administration drifted into this
expanded war aim without an explicit, well-formulated decision to do so. Gi en MacAr h r s
success at Inchon, unification seemed the only way to end the war, and was an attractive and low
risk bonus of the UN counterattack.115 Richard Neustadt described the decision to occupy North
Korea as a passing fanc , aken and abandoned as he ar ne s changed. 116
This change in the aim of the war provided China a strong motivation to prevent the UN
from achieving it. On October 8, Mao issued the official order to enter the war. Nevertheless,
on October 9 the president gave MacArthur extraordinary discretion, directing him that in the
event of a major Chinese entry into the war, he should continue his efforts to unify Korea and
resist Chinese troops anywhere in Korea as long as he had a reasonable chance of success.117
Truman does not indicate that he consulted with anyone in this decision.
MacAr h r s messages abo Chinese roops po ring across he Yal aro sed immense
anxiety in Washington.118 By November 8, in light of the evidence of Chinese military activity,
the presiden s ad isers recogni ed he UN probabl co ld no nif Korea b mili ar means
and that it would be necessary to negotiate with the Chinese to salvage as much as possible.
However, they rationalized that they would prefer to negotiate from a position of strength. They
also recogni ed he risk o MacAr h r s forces, and the president gave the general permission to
bomb bridges across the Yalu River to stem the flow of Chinese troops into Korea.119
Nevertheless, after months of dismissing warnings of Chinese intervention,120 Tr man s
top advisers did not suggest he send new instructions to the general, ordering him to halt his
advance to the Yalu River and pull back to less vulnerable positions.121 Instead, they
recommended, and obtained presidential approval, to keep the mission assigned to MacArthur
under review.122 Dean Acheson later recalled,
Here, I believe, the Government missed its last chance to halt the march to
disaster in Korea. All the Presiden s ad isers in his ma er, ci ilian and mili ar ,
knew that something was badly wrong, though what it was, how to find out, and
what to do about it they muffed.123
Once the participation of Chinese troops was finally accepted, the question became how
to interpret their presence. Consistent with the prevailing premises, the new narrative was that
China s goal as o s all he UN ad ance and pro ide a b ffer one on i s border ra her han
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mount an offensive to defeat it.124 Unsurprisingly, on November 17 MacArthur reported that he
o ld begin his p sh o he Chinese border o end he ar on No ember 24th. According to
Truman, he even told one of his commanders to inform his troops they would be home by
Christmas.125 The Chinese intervened with a massive force on the 25th, but MacArthur was so
convinced the Chinese would not intervene that it took him days to accept the fact that they had
indeed done so.126 In he end, he Chinese forced he general o cond c he longes mili ar
retreat in American mili ar his or . 127

Obstacles to Reexamining Premises
Several factors complicated reexamining the war aim and the premises on which it was
based. First, there was a broadly shared reluctance to override a theater commander in the field.
According to Presiden Tr man, Yo pick o r man, o e go o back him p. 128 Moreover,
Acheson felt that under this obvious truth lay an uneasy respect for the MacArthur mystique.
Army Chief of Staff and World War II hero General Omar Bradley later admitted that
MacAr h r s s a re as so grea ha he Join Chiefs of S aff fel li erall incapaci a ed o deal
with him.129 Moreover, the threat of Chinese intervention only encouraged rapid movement
north so could MacArthur could establish good defense lines.130 U.S. troops crossed the 38th
parallel on October 8, and the clearest evidence of Chinese action came after that, when the
commander was in battle mode.131
Perhaps the sorcerer of Inchon could pull off a 5,000 to 1 shot. Between October 26 and
November 17, Acheson lamented,
all the dangers from dispersal of our own forces and intervention by the Chinese
were manifest. We were all deeply apprehensive. We were frank with one
another, but not quite frank enough. I was unwilling to urge on the President a
military course that his military advisers would not propose. They would not
propose it because it ran counter to American military tradition of the proper
powers of the theater commander since 1864.
If military officials had recommended withdrawal to a more southern line, disaster would
probably have been averted. But such an action would have meant a fight with the commanding
general and possibly the relief of him. So, he presiden s ad isers hesi a ed, and the chance was
lost.132
Defa l ing o MacAr h r s Yalu River plan and minimizing the warnings of Chinese
intervention allowed policymakers to pursue an aggressive stance against the Chinese
communists, a strategy that was more politically advantageous domestically than a more modest
goal of driving the North Koreans from the South. Responding to the evidence of Chinese
in er en ion o ld ha e req ired admi ing ha he adminis ra ion s ar aims of unifying Korea
under a noncommunist government were wrong, which would incur sever political costs as long
as Chinese intervention did not seem inevitable.133
Officials also kne ha he p blic had become disenchan ed i h Tr man s foreign
policy. The communist takeover in China, the unexpected Soviet detonation of an atomic bomb,
and the outbreak of the Korean War aggravated a feeling of insecurity, and the Republicans were
exploiting this angst for partisan advantage in the November elections. Thus, a victory over
communism was appealing.134
Adding to the momentum of U.S. policy was the fact that the Chinese forces disengaged
from fighting and disappeared in the period of November 9-24. This disappearance reduced
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anxiety in Washington and encouraged the view that the Chinese had only defensive purposes,
no rishing MacAr h r s ill sions and enco raging him o gamble i h occ p ing he Nor h.135
The secre ar of S a e ho gh , The mos elemen ar ca ion o ld seem o arn ha he [ he
Chinese troops] might, indeed probably would, reappear as suddenly and harmfully as they had
before. MacAr h r, ho e er, as aking no preca ions.136
In addition, the Soviet Union responded with moderation to the war. It gave modest aid
to the North Koreans and was circumscribed and conciliatory toward the United States. This
behavior inspired risk-taking, as it strengthened the view of American officials that Russia would
not intervene.137 China also seemed to exhibit restraint. It did not attempt to take Formosa or
intervene in North Korea in the summer, when, in the view of U.S. officials it would have been
most propitious to do so, especially because the North Koreans were still an effective fighting
force.138
With victory in their grasp, the intervention of major powers unlikely, and American
military prowess clear, taking risks seemed acceptable. Reinforcing the predilections of
policymakers were the broader advantages of unifying Korea. Japan would be heartened, SinoSoviet divisions might emerge in an avalanche of recriminations at the loss of a communist
nation, and Soviet satellites in Eastern Europe might feel an incentive to distance from
Moscow.139 Truman believed the reunification of Korea would inflict a momentous defeat on
the strategy of Soviet expansion.140
Governing routines, domestic politics, international strategy, misperceptions, and enemy
deception were obstacles to challenging the premises on which the UN fought the Korean War.
Once established, the premises on which leaders base their war aims are not easily changed. It
takes time and commitment, openness to change, and the cooperation of commanders.
Moreover, officials are less likely to revise strategic assumptions if disconfirming evidence
accrues in piecemeal fashion rather than in a sudden jolt.141 The Chinese were not so obliging.
Thus, a number of factors abetted the miscalculation of Chinese actions.
The point remains that the polic makers premises held and determined their choices. In
the words of George and Smoke, Behind he adminis ra ion s ishf l hinking la i s rel c ance
to accept and weigh properly information that challenged the premises and wisdom of occupying
Nor h Korea as a prel de o nifica ion of he co n r . 142

Groupthink
President Truman and his top advisers demonstrated mutual support for risk-taking
(occupying North Korea) and tenaciously held to erroneous assumptions, even in the face of
mounting evidence to challenge them. I have argued that the core explanation for these decisionmaking failures was the faulty premises held by these officials.
Irving Janis offers a different explanation. In his influential Groupthink,143 he finds a
major defect in cohesive decision-making groups. Although not sycophants and freely speak
their minds, members of such groups nevertheless suffer from subtle constraints that prevent
them from fully exercising their critical powers and openly expressing doubts when most others
have reached consensus. Cohesive groups tend to evolve informal norms to preserve friendly
intragroup relations. The greater the cohesion in the group, the more power it has to produce
mindless conformi
ha leads gro p members o e hibi a lack of igilance regarding
problems with their decisions and excessive risk-taking in them. Indeed, the concurrenceseeking tendency can be maintained only at the expense of ignoring realistic challenges.144
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Gro p hink, hen, refers o a mode of hinking ha people engage in hen he are
deeply involved in a cohesive in-group, when the members s ri ings for nanimi o erride
heir mo i a ion o realis icall appraise al erna i e so rces of ac ion. Th s, he more
amiability and esprit de corps among the members of a policy-making in-group, the greater is the
danger that independent critical thinking will be replaced by groupthink, which is likely to result
in irrational and dehumanizing actions directed against out-gro ps. 145
Janis knows that common failures in decision making, such as not properly evaluating
options and the information s ppor ing hem and considering oo narro a range of op ions can
arise from o her common ca ses of h man s pidi as ell. Ne er heless, he ass mes s ch
failures result from groupthink, because when there is a cohesive group and defective decision
making, here is a be er-than-chance- likelihood ha one of he ca ses of he defec i e
decision was a strong concurrence-seeking tendency, which is the motivation that gives rise to all
he s mp oms of gro p hink. 146
He offers five case studies to illus ra e fiascoes res l ing from gro p hink. One case is
Vietnam, on which his discussion is tentative. The second of these cases focuses on the Korean
War, in which virtually all analysts agree that decision makers took great risks and indulged in
wishful thinking. Janis leaves no doubt as to the explanation.
The main reason for he members conc rrences on he ill-considered escalation
decision as ha Tr man s ad isor gro p as adhering o a se of norms ha
were promoted by the leader and that all willingly accepted. These shared norms
enabled the members to maintain a sense of group solidarity at the expense of
suffering from the major symptoms of groupthink. The most prominent were
excessive risk-taking base on a shared illusion of invulnerability, stereotypes of
the enemy, collective reliance on ideological rationalizations that supported the
belligerent escalation to which the group became committed, and mindguiding to
e cl de he dissiden ie s of e per s ho q es ioned he gro p s n arranted
assumptions.147
Were here ill sions of in lnerabili ? I can find no hing in he record o s ppor s ch
an asser ion. We kno ha man of Tr man s ad isors ere f ll a are ha he United States
would be sorely strained if the Chinese intervened. Even MacArthur despite his bravado at
Wake Island in mid-October understood that a Chinese intervention would change the war and
prevent him from reunifying Korea. Military officials played a key role in the deliberations on
Korea, and they routinely pointed out the challenges of confronting a large-scale Chinese
intervention.
What about stereotypes of the enemy and ideological rationalizations about it? We have
seen that Truman and his advisers operated under three faulty premises:
1. The Soviet Union controlled China and would restrain its junior partner
2. Chinese leaders would not see the United States occupying North Korea as threat
3. China was too weak to conduct a large-scale military effort and thus would not intervene.
These premises are what Janis refers to as stereotypes.148
He admi s ha Tr man s ad isers ie s of China s independence, mili ar s reng h, and
intentions were based on ideological presumptions that they shared with all leading members of
the administration and many other Americans as well.149 Yet because these premises were so
widely shared, they did not require groupthink to protect them from challenges. The heated
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debate that Janis advocates to correct these stereotypes150 may have been an excellent idea, but
who was going to participate?
Equally important, by November top officials were cognizant of Chinese military activity
and its implications for their plans for the nifica ion of Korea and as a hrea o MacAr h r s
forces. They just could not figure out how great the problem was. There were disagreements
between MacArthur, who wanted to reunite Korea, and those who felt that to move further north
would lead to a larger and more aggressive Chinese intervention. Thus, Truman and his advisers
took the precaution of keeping the mission assigned to the commander under review. Their
premises inhibited effectively reading information, but groupthink did not prevent them from
considering changing conditions and thinking about how to respond to them.
It is no doubt true, as Janis claims, that the failure to correct their misconceptions can be
linked i h he ad isers propensi o s ppor each o her in aking e cessi e risks. Of co rse
they can. The real question is whether we need to resort to groupthink to explain such behavior.
As we have seen, there is plenty of evidence that once having held widely shared premises,
policymakers generally resist changing them in light of new and challenging information. We
would have predicted the same behavior if we had never heard of groupthink.
Were here mindg ards ho pro ec ed he gro p from ad erse informa ion b
e cl ding he dissiden ie s of e per s ho q es ioned he gro p s n arran ed ass mp ions?
The only example Janis offers is the concerns of George Kennan and Paul Nitze about the UN
troops crossing the 38th parallel and occupying North Korea. Janis claims that Secretary of State
Dean Acheson kept them from access to top officials.151 We simply do not know whether the
views of Kennan and Nitze were known beyond their department, but it seems unlikely that the
concerns of such visible officials went no further than Acheson. We do know, however, that
Kennan was concerned about Russian, not Chinese, intervention,152 and that he did not make an
argument about such a danger. Moreover, Kennan had left the government by August, before the
warnings of Chinese intervention, indeed before MacArthur had landed at Inchon. In July,
Ni e s Policy Planning Staff urged caution but did not forswear opportunities should they
arise. 153
Janis also discusses in detail the conditions under which groupthink is likely to arise.
Were such conditions present in the Korean War case? The sine qua non for groupthink to occur
is a cohesive decision-making group. There is broad agreement that Truman and his advisors
formed such a harmonious group.154
The first antecedent condition for the emergence of groupthink is structural faults in the
decision-making process such as insulation of the group, a lack of a tradition of impartial
leadership and a priority on open, unbiased inquiry into the available alternatives, the lack of
norms requiring methodical procedures, and homogeneity of members backgro nd and
ideology.155
There is no evidence that Truman tried openly or more subtlety to influence the advice he
was given. Moreover, he and his advisers routinely received information, evaluations, and
recommendations from the Departments of State and Defense, the CIA, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
MacAr h r s headquarters in Tokyo, and other relevant organizations. Truman and his advisors
were not isolated.
In addition, there is no evidence of pressures to conform to a view on the likelihood of
Chinese intervention. Truman encouraged open and candid discussion, even if he evaluated
informa ion in erms of his premises. E en Janis repor s ha he presiden
as highl
responsi e o his ad isers recommenda ions and that the judgments expressed by his advisers
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were sincere.156 One example related to Korea is changing his mind on accepting help from the
Nationalist Chinese on Formosa, which his advisors opposed.157 Army Chief of Staff, General J.
Lawton Collins, who, along with the other service heads, met regularly with the president during
the war, termed Truman a remarkable man ho lis ened caref ll , heard all sides on an iss e,
got to root of problem, and then acted in a decisive manner.158 It was premises, not process, that
was at the heart of the decision making problem.
In general, however, there is little evidence of sloppy (as opposed to incorrect) staff
work. Nevertheless, there are some worrisome indications of process failures. For example, the
record does no indica e disc ssion of Tr man s Oc ober 9 decision o gi e MacAr h r discre ion
in the event of a major Chinese entry into the war. Such a momentous decision surely deserved
the most careful attention. There may simply be a gap in the record, or Truman may have
thought previous discussion was sufficient. Nevertheless, as we have seen, the administration
seems to have drifted into the decision to occupy North Korea.
It is true that discussion occurred among men of similar background and ideology. In
particular, Janis notes that these men shared the same basic values and the beliefs, particularly
the need to contain spread of communism.159 It is important to note that this core view was
widely held in Western society. It was hardly likely that there would be people in positions of
influence who would have thought that the spread of communism was a positive development.
The second antecedent condition encouraging groupthink is the incentive to maintain
group cohesiveness to provide a source of security for members, reducing anxiety and
heightening self-esteem.160 Indeed, Janis assigns preeminence o he impac of high s ress and
low self-esteem (constituting an internal source of stress) in explaining why group think
occurs.161 He further suggests that conformist tendencies may be strongest in persons who are
most fearful of disapproval and rejection. Nevertheless, anyone can get caught up in group
madness at times that produces symptoms of groupthink.162
According to Janis, A pro oca i e si a ional con e (high s ress) occ rs hen here is
serious external threats and low hope of a be er sol ion han he leader s. Lo self-esteem may
be ind ced emporaril b recen fail res ha make members inadeq acies salien , e cessi e
diffic l ies i h c rren decision making asks ha lo er each member s sense of self-efficacy,
and moral dilemmas such as an apparent lack of feasible alternatives except ones that violate
ethical standards.163 The s mp oms of gro p hink, hen, migh be bes nders ood as a m al
effort among the members of a group to maintain emotional equanimity in the face of external
and internal sources of stress arising when they share responsibility for making vital decisions
that pose threats of failure, social disapproval, and self-disappro al. 164
Were Truman and his advisors likely to have felt unusual stress? Was their self-esteem at
risk? There is little evidence to suggest it. It would be difficult to find a set of leaders more
secure than Harry Truman, Dean Acheson, George Marshall, Omar Bradley, and their
colleagues. Moreover, they were not operating in a peculiarly stressful environment. According
to Paige, the response to the initial decision to commit U.S. troops to defend against the North
Korean invasion was o er helmingl fa orable i h he U.S.165 Thus, this was not an
agonizing or painful decision.166 Similarly, there was widespread international support for the
UN resolution to counter the attack. When these officials erred in not heeding warnings of
Chinese in er en ion, he ere opera ing in an en ironmen of near e phoria a MacAr h r s
success after his landing at Inchon. Th s, here as li le agoni ing o er he decision o cross
the 38th parallel, which was favored by most Americans, including Joseph McCarthy.167
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Janis also arg es ha The chances of gro p hink de eloping d ring crisis period of high
stress will be markedly reduced if the leader conducts the policy deliberations in a relatively
impar ial a , so as o se he norm for he disc ssion of a ide range of al erna i es. 168 As we
have seen, Truman met this norm.
In sum, groupthink provides a plausible explanation for the failure to challenge premises.
In the case of the Chinese intervention in the Korean War, however, it adds little to an
explanation focused on the power of premises themselves. President Truman and his advisers
displayed a high degree of consensus on key decisions. They generally considered only a single
course of action and had minimal conflict over it. They may have decided on a course even
more rapidly, but they lacked information in the early days of the conflict. Nevertheless, there
was never any question about challenging aggression and containing communist advances.
Military officials pointed out the difficulties of military action but never opposed it.169 Premises,
right or wrong, prevailed.

Conclusion
The officials in charge of American national security policy in the Truman administration
are renowned for their perspicacity. Yet even such Olympian figures were prisoners of their
premises. They greatly underestimated the probability of Chinese intervention in Korea,
dismissing warnings of impending conflict while holding fast to faulty beliefs and allowing
Douglas MacArthur to attempt to unify the peninsula. The result was a catastrophe for America.
Secretary of State Dean Acheson later summarized the consequences of the Chinese intervention,
calling it
one of the most terrific disasters that has occurred to American foreign policy, and
certainly . . . . the greatest disaster which occurred to the Truman administration.
It did more to destroy and undermine American foreign policy than anything that
I know about.170
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